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Motivation

Standard New Keynesian model

I central bank controls short rate in household stochastic discount factor

I short rate = return on savings & investment

This talk: New Keynesian model with banking sector

I central bank controls interest rate on interbank loans or reserves

I households do not hold these assets directly

I banks like to hold these assets to back inside money

→ disconnect between policy rate & short rate

Matters for transmission

I short rate = policy rate + convenience yield

I higher policy rate with sticky prices is contractionary

I lower spending/inside money reduces convenience yield

→ convenience yield is counteracting force



Quantitatively important?
Depends on regime for reserve supply

I ample reserves: yes, convenience yield is strong counteracting force

I scarce reserves: weaker, but still matters quantitatively

Intuition:

I does tighter policy increase the cost of liquidity for banks?

if yes, banks produce less inside money, stabilizes convenience yield
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Ample reserves: strong convenience yield channel

monetary policy sets reserve rate iM and quantity of reserves

reserve rate provides a floor (“floor system”)

no liquidity cost for banks, remains zero if central bank tightens

→ banks keep inside money constant, large drop in spending/inside money
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Scarce reserves: weaker convenience yield channel

policy targets interbank rate, sets reserve rate (“corridor system”)

trading desk supplies reserves elastically to meet target

positive liquidity cost for banks, rises if central bank tightens

→ banks reduce inside money, smaller drop in spending/inside money
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Implications

Standard NK model

I interest rate is all that matters, plumbing & quantities not important

Banking & short rate disconnect: plumbing & quantities matter

I ample reserves:

- higher reserve rate reduces cost of producing inside money,
lower cost of liquidity for households, but not banks - weakens policy

- quantity of reserves is independent policy tool

I scarce reserves:

- higher interbank rate increases liquidity cost for banks, stronger policy

- supply of reserves perfectly elastic (not indep. tool),
higher elasticity of inside money, depends on banking system!

I both regimes

- less scope for multiple equilibria

- features of banks matter, e.g. market power, health of bank assets
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New Keynesian Model with Banks

Nonfinancial private sector

I Representative household; utility over consumption & money

I Standard NK Firms with Calvo price setting

→ NK Phillips curve and Euler equation

Banks provide money
Assets Liabilities

M Reserves Money D
F+ Fed funds lending Fed funds borrowing F−

A Other assets Equity

I Liquidity shocks λ̃D, with continuous cdf G (λ̃) on [−λ̄, λ̄]

I Leverage constraint: F− +D
(
1− λ̃

)
≤ ` (M + ρFF

+ + ρAA)

I Shareholder value maximization; costless adjustment of equity



Key new equation: interest-rate pass-through
combine households’ money demand with banks’ optimization

iPt = policy rate, rP in zero-inflation steady state

iSt = rate on household savings, δ in steady state

iSt − δ = iPt − rP

policy rate

+
δ− rP

η

(
p̂t + ŷt − d̂t

)
convenience yield, increasing in

velocity = spending / money

convenience yield weakens policy
I lower policy rate leads to higher output, increases convenience yield

I how much depends on response of real balances d̂t − p̂t

convenience yield helps to establish generalized Taylor principle:

I higher inflation expectations lower real rate & increase output
→ increases convenience yield, pushes up real rate

I LR reaction of iSt rate on savings to inflation > 1



How do banks provide money in corridor system?

interest-rate pass-through equation

I consider reserve-less limit λ̄→ 0, fixed corridor iF − iM

iSt − δ = iFt − rFt +
δ− rF

η + ε
(ŷt − ât)

I iFt is interbank lending rate, ât are real bank assets

I convenience yield channel more important when

- interest-rate elasticity η of money demand by households is low

- elasticity of deposit supply ε by banks is low

- ε→ ∞: standard new Keynesian model



How do banks provide money in floor system?

interest-rate pass-through equation

iSt − δ = iMt − rMt +
δ− rM

η
(ŷt − αm(m̂t − p̂t)− (1− αm)ât)

I iMt is reserve rate, m̂t are reserves

I convenience yield channel

- depends on the policy rule for second instrument: reserves

- suppose real reserves are fixed, moves with output
- also depends on other bank assets ât , quantitative easing

- interest rate elasticity of money demand η



25bp increase in policy rate: corridor vs floor systems
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Conclusion

Disconnect between policy rate and short rate

I convenience yield is endogenous wedge, weakens transmission

I less scope for multiple equilibria, even without Taylor principle

Banks matter for transmission

- market power in deposits, health of other bank assets,
elasticity of deposit supply, liquidity management etc.

- which details different from setups where banks are special for lending

Ample vs scarce reserves
I with cost channel, significant differences in IRFs

I scare reserves is closer to standard model but still different


